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Title word cross-reference

+ [19].
1.5 [45].
68 [29, 21].

ALGOL [3, 8, 13, 15, 16, 19, 21, 29, 18].
Algol-based [18]. ALGOL-N [19].
algorithm [22]. Alternatives [38]. aspects [30]. authors [35].

collateral [18]. Commenting [46].

Comments [25]. compile [36]. compiler [40]. concept [39]. considered [50].
context [22]. context-free [22]. control [23]. conversion [25].


EPS [34]. evaluation [24]. execution [18].
extensibility [36, 39]. extensible [37, 30, 29, 38, 27, 40]. extension [33, 31].
facilities [31]. facility [33, 30]. feature [42].
features [32]. flow [23]. FORTRAN [12, 10]. free [22].
REFERENCES

harmful [50]. hybrid [18].

IMP [31], infinite [20, 21], information [10, 12, 2], interpreter [26], Introduction [27], involving [21].

JOVIAL [24, 2].

laboratory [44], language [28, 30, 29, 18, 35, 32]. Languages [17, 37, 22, 11, 38, 27, 40]. LISP [41, 45, 42, 47, 48, 26, 49, 46]. Literate [52].

machine [22], machine-oriented [22].

Macro [34], Manual [43], MLISP [43].

modes [20, 21]. Motivation [37].

N [19]. NELIAC [6], news [6]. No [41, 6, 3, 8, 13, 15, 16, 10, 12, 2, 5, 9, 1, 4, 7, 14]. Number [49].

oriented [22].

Package [49], Panel [35, 39]. particular [18]. PL [25, 36, 5, 9], PL/I [25, 36, 5, 9]. polymorphic [32], PPL [32], precision [25], procedures [18], processing [34].

Program [47]. Programming [51, 52, 17, 11, 18, 32, 44]. Programs [46, 21, 23], proposed [25]. Proteus [33]. purpose [28].


seminar [17], semiotic [11], skip [23].

SNOBOL [4, 7, 14, 1]. Snobol4 [26]. Some [30, 40, 32]. Standard [48], statement [50].

Statements [51], Structure [47].

Structured [51], study [24], Systems [45].

technique [23], techniques [40], theory [11], time [36]. Today [17].

Transformations [33].

UCC [17], use [40], User [43].
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